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UO Footprint Quiz

Approximately how many paper cups are 
used at the UO annually?

The UO uses enough water annually to 
cover the Autzen football field to a depth of 
___ feet.

The UO business-related annual vehicle 
mileage equals ___ trips around the earth.

Each year the UO consumes enough 
electricity to power ___ Eugene houses

Half a million

~ 450

104

~ 5,400



“Sustainable development is a dynamic process in which 
communities anticipate and accommodate the needs of 

current and future generations in ways that (balance) 
social, economic, and ecological systems, and link 

local actions to global concerns.”

"Sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs."



Public Service
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UO Mission

The UO must
“accept the challenge of 

an evolving social, political, and 
technological environment by

welcoming and guiding change
rather than reacting to it”



The National Scene

• Over 4,000 institutions of Higher Ed
– enrollment: 17 million
– Employees: 3.2 million
– Revenues: $270 billion

• 15% of all LEED certified buildings

• 2nd largest sector to buy wind power



UO is no stranger to 
sustainability

• Oldest Recycling Program
• First Environmental Policy
• LEED Buildings
• Nationally recognized transportation 

programs
• Curriculum full of opportunities to learn about 

and practice sustainability
• Strong sustainability research agenda
• Recognized leader in the field



Past projects

• Sustainability database
• ECAFF
• Earth tub
• Surplus property database
• Sustainability assessment
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Assessment Structure



Key Findings
• Transparent reliable information for: Transportation, 

Energy, Water, Recycling, & Pesticides

• 1.7 million kWh saved annually
• 45% recycling rate
• 36% of lab chemicals reused
• 4% of electricity is generated by onsite solar 

and purchased wind power
• 69% of off-campus students and 30% of faculty 

commute using alternative transportation



Key Findings
• $135 million in goods and services purchased 

last year but no data collected on the 
“sustainability” of that investment



Current Efforts

• Develop monitoring and reporting procedures
• Communicate the UO story to internal and 

external audiences
• Identify the proper functions and structure of 

the Office of Sustainability?
• Plan and host OUS sustainability conference
• Plan UO “Focus the Nation” events
• Develop a Climate Action Plan





What’s required

• Massive efficiency investments
• Incentives to induce behavior changes
• Purchase carbon offsets for:

– Natural gas consumption
– Athletic and academic travel



Pipe dreams?



Pipe dreams?


